SECURITY CLASSIFICATION

NAME: IAN MIKE EXAMPLE
DATE OF BIRTH: 07 AUGUST 1984
OTHER IDENTIFYING DETAILS:
(ID NUMBER)
OVERVIEW
Mr Ian Mike Example was born the illegitimate son of Ms
Elizabeth Example on 13 October 1984. Elizabeth was a 16
year old prostitute at the time. Ian’s last name did not come
from his father but rather one of his mother’s ‘short-term’
husbands, Mr Frank Example. His biological father was
thought to be a prisoner ‘Matthew M Simpson’ who Ms
Example saw during regular prison visits. Ian has a long
reporting history, engaging in various activities which are the
subject of this example profile.

RISKS / THREATS / ISSUES
CRIMINAL HISTOY

On November 8, 2001, the body of 26 year old Duncan
Silvers was found in a shallow grave near Mr Examples
House. He had been shot and decapitated. Three days
later his SUV was found outside a house in the same town.
Local Police arrested three drug dealers in a local house.
Lauren Silvers, Duncan Silvers wife, was found buried in
the basement. Later Mr Ian Example plead guilty to the
murder charges.

KNOWN CONTACT DETAILS
221 Baker Street, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

CRIMINAL GROUPS / ASSOCIATIONS / AFFILIATIONS

(123) 456-7890

On 6 February 2002 Mr Example was believed to have been

Ianexample@domain.com

inducted into the ‘Havoc Bringers’ street gang, known for
their drug dealing, extortion and assaults in the local
community. According to

information

available,

RECENT INVOLVEMENT

Mr

Example has become close with leaders of the Havoc

2012 EL DORADO THEATER ATTACK

Bringers while in Prison, and he has been accepted as a

Logistic Facilitation| Finance

member of the group.

2014 BEECHTOWN MARQUEE ATTACK
Terrorist Cell Director | Recruitment & Training

THREAT TO FRIENDLY FORCES

Reporting suggests Mr Example intents to intimidate and
harm

friendly

forces.

Recent

reporting

indicates

Mr

Example had recently made comment to close associates
he intends to ‘get even’ with friendly forces, and wishes to
“take a shot when get gets one”. There is no specific

2015 DIWALI DAY BOMBINGS
Training and Facilitation | Finance
2016 MAXWELL ST STABBING
Endorsed attack on social media| Claimed
Responsibility.

reporting as to the intended target, time or location,
however further information on Mr Example may identify
planning. Information received on 03 November 2003,
indicated Mr Example said he would kill others if he did

2019 KWANZAA KILLINGS
Re-emergence of Terrorist Cell | Active
Participation

not get what he wanted.
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